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Attacks on the NZX raise valid questions
about the future of New Zealand's
financial markets
Hamish Rutherford · 05:00, Oct 03 2018

OPINION: For most of this year, the price board
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Previously the NZX price board was used for promotion and as a backdrop for
photos, but the board (pictured in 2011) has not been working for most of this
year.
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which clings to the NZX headquarters in a historic
building on the Wellington waterfront has been
blank.

Once a dynamic photo backdrop for tourists and
company executives with major events at the stock
exchange (at least on one of the capital's good
days), the broken board has had a depressing
symbolism about it.

Aside from a burst of activity driven by the former
National-led Government selling stakes in state-
owned electricity companies, the stock exchange
has struggled for years to attract enough new
companies to offer shares on its platforms.

(A story for another day is that apparently
Wellington City ratepayers are to pay tens of
thousands of dollars towards the repair of the price
board.)

READ MORE: Activist claims NZX 'has become the
NZ Post of old' calling for sales, staff cuts

On Tuesday, the NZX faced a major attack which
argues that its strategy, like its price board, could
be broken.
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Christopher Swasbrook, head of activist firm
Elevation Capital, argues that after years of poor
financial performance and rising costs, the NZX
strategy document released at the end of 2017 is
effectively waffle. Words on a page with no
measureable targets.

If the performance of the company cannot be
measured, it will be hard to hold the company to
account.

1 The nightmare of Housing
NZ's sustainable tenancies

2 Woman loses 50kg after four
years of hard work and
healthy eating

3 Australian girl missing for
over four years has been
found

4 Queenstown residents and
businesses push back on
tourism

5 Five hours, 15 volunteers and
200kg of plastic 'nurdles' in
the bag

6 Jacinda Ardern shouldn't
apologise to other passengers
for taking Neve on a plane

7 Serena Williams goes topless
in music video for a good
cause

8 How a healthy breakfast
boosts your mood

9 PB Tech fined $77,000 for
extensive failings with
customers’ extended
warranties

10 Why you've been saying
'happy birthday' a lot lately
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He also highlighted what he claims is corporate
largesse at the stock exchange.

Although his focus was broad, delving into the
increased size of the executive and overall staff
costs, he highlighted a particular example which is
likely to cause the NZX board the most pain.

In September, up to 11 NZX board members and
staff flew to New York. There they were pictured
celebrating a memorandum of understanding
(which again, has nothing measureable in it) with
stock exchange operator Nasdaq.

At a time when the political winds are changing,
from a company which has seen virtually no
increase in its share price in six years, it may
become a photo opportunity to regret.

Rather than defend the merits of the trip, the NZX
is refusing to comment beyond a written statement
which appeared to suggest it agreed with
Swasbrook on many points, without addressing
others.

For those of us who do not own shares in NZX, it
would be easy to dismiss Swasbrook's attack as a
corporate exercise of little relevance.

But the importance of the NZX to New Zealand lies
in much more than its own performance as a
company. It is a central part of the capital markets
of New Zealand.

For the holders of an increasing pool of KiwiSaver
funds - already worth tens of billions of dollars - it
has a significant influence on where the money
ends up.

Sam Stubbs, head of non-profit KiwiSaver provider

SPECIAL OFFER

Save up to 30% off Resene
premium paints, wood stains
and wallpaper!

Hi neighbours, Some
Papakura residents are so
frustrated about their bin
tags being swiped off their
rubbish bins, they're
coming up with some
pretty creative ways to
deter thieves. The pay-
as-you-throw tags were
introduced by Auckland
Council in Papakura and
west Auckland earlier this
year and range from
between $2.60- $5.50 a
bin. To read more, click
here. Although the bin
tags aren't city-wide, it
got us wondering what
other rubbish-bin issues
were out there? Has your
bin been stolen before? Do
people fill your bins with
their rubbish and
recycling? Have you had
lids or wheels broken off
them? What extreme
measures have you taken
to make sure your rubbish
gets collected? Let us
know in the replies.
(Please add "NFP/not for
print" if you do not want
your images/ comments
used on Stuff)

Our Monarch Butterfly is under threat
and this National Gardening Week Kiwis
are being called upon to plant butterfly
friendly plants to help save the
caterpillars when they hatch in Spring
and Summer. Last year saw a national
shortage of Swan plants, the main diet
of Monarch caterpillars, causing a large
number of the population to be wiped
out. Yates is getting behind the drive to
avert a similar crisis this year by giving
away various free butterfly friendly
seeds including Yates new Butterfly Field
Mix seeds between 1st and 14th October.
Just register here during this time to
receive your packet of seeds. A national
planting day will be held on 20th
October. Plant a Swan plant or other
butterfly friendly plants in your garden,
in your neighbour’s garden, at school, in
your local community garden – and let’s
help Monarch butterflies flourish.
National Gardening Week aims to foster
a love of gardening with a focus on
growing not only plants but friendships,
good health, strong communities and
closer connections with nature.

Fletcher Living are opening a new
showhome in Red Beach this Saturday 6
October! Come along and walk through
our new showhome and see for yourself
the beautiful design and workmanship of
these stunning family homes. Pop in
between 11am – 1pm this Saturday and
you can even enjoy a muffin and coffee
on us! We hope to see you there.
Showhome located at 1 Kukuwai Avenue,
Red Beach open from 10am – 4pm For
more information please contact our
sales team. Email: redbeach@frl.co.nz
Rowena Pearce - 027 586 8472 Garry
Adams – 021 904 588

Black and white un-neutered Tom cat
with white chin, chest and paws and
black nose has been coming to us for
food and shelter. Is he your pet? He is
very affectionate and vocal. His fur is
thin on his back legs, perhaps from a
skin condition. He may have been
wearing a collar we found on our
property after a fight with a neighbours
cat.
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NASDAQ TECH TWITTER ACCOUNT

Back in September, NZX is believed to have flown at least 11 senior staff and
directors to New York to sign a memorandum of understanding with the Nasdaq.
An activist investor says the directors who went on the trip should now consider
reimbursing the company. NZX is refusing to comment on the trip or who paid for
it.
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directors to New York to sign a memorandum of understanding with the Nasdaq.
An activist investor says the directors who went on the trip should now consider
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Simplicity, quickly joined the attack, arguing that
some of NZX's businesses effectively compete with
businesses like his.

This means, in effect, the company has a strategy
of competing against its own customers, rather
than what would appear to be its primary job -
creating a platform for a capital market as strong
and healthy as it can be.

Other figures in the financial community were more
reserved, but it is clear that there is frustration at
the company's strategy.

The conditions for the NZX are certainly mixed.

The number of companies looking to offer shares
on the exchange is falling around the world, and
the Labour-led Government is unlikely to offer
more opportunities by way of partial privatisations.

But the amount of money looking for a home is
booming, even in a country which has invested far
more than it should in existing residential housing
in recent decades. The Government is saying very
publicly that it wants to find better ways to fund
infrastructure.

According to Stubbs, KiwiSaver alone is throwing
around $15 million a week into New Zealand's
capital markets.

While much of that will - and should - be invested
overseas, plenty of it will be available to encourage
New Zealand companies to grow and possibly to
fund major public projects.

Billions more will flood the market in the coming
decades and it is absolutely critical that there is a
platform for that money which properly serves New
Zealand's interests.

Even Swasbrook appears to be basing some of his
arguments on the greater needs of New Zealand,
rather than as a fund manager trying to get the
best price for the 6.2 million NZX shares he
controls.

His previous moves have pressed for companies to
be broken up, but in this case he wants no such
thing, warning that a sale of the NZX to its
Australian equivalent would be the greatest
admission of failure.

In a country where the views of the power brokers
in the financial community are rarely publicly aired,
Swasbrook's move could potentially spark a debate
how the New Zealand can harness demand for
things to invest in.

The feeble refusal to engage in the argument
suggests NZX may not be interested in engaging in
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The NZX is a monopoly and performing badly. Why are we surprised?

bert

The NZX is a dog and only part of a moribund and corrupt cartel of old model outdated centralised
market manipulation.
Blockchain models are now growing in markets like Singapore and NZ is being left behind.
NZ bankers EMBARGO on NZ crypto currency exchanges is crippling the growth and
development of the NZ equities-financial sector, defending old inefficient models like the NZX and
the banks themselves.
The RBNZ is supporting the banks and NZX EMBARGO on crypto currency exchanges thereby
blocking the blockchain markets innovation that is occurring in most other financial markets
around the APEC region.
Japan, Thailand, Phillipines, Malaysia, S.Korea and Singapore already have well established and
rapidly growing crypto markets while NZ is left behind the fiat monopoly cartel.
The NZ Law Foundations Report on Cryptocurrenies - 'Regulating Cryptocurrencies in New
Zealand' indicates where future growth potential exists.
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